Elgin Butler masonry products are timeless. For over 2,000 years, builders have used ceramic glazed brick to create walls of structural integrity. Today, architects and engineers specify Elgin Butler products, not only for their unique appeal, but for their time proven durability and craftsmanship. Simply, no other product offers the beauty and permanence of Elgin Butler Ceramic Glazed Brick and Structural Tile.
Ceramic Structural Glazed Brick and Tile are virtually maintenance-free; with proper design and installation the glazed surfaces will NEVER peel, corrode or fade. What’s more, the units are easy to clean requiring only mild soap and water. With no upkeep and simple cleaning, significant cost savings are realized quickly and will continue for the life of the building.

**VS.**

Plastic Coated Block is sometimes specified in lieu of ceramic masonry for initial cost savings. Over time, however, coated block deteriorates requiring ongoing maintenance, repainting and repair. Unlike its ceramic counterpart, it does not resist graffiti or other abuse making it the more expensive option over the long term.